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Preface 
In many problems of physics or engineering, one often encounters the difficulty that the 
overall accuracy of the numerical solution is deteriorated by local singularities such as, e.g., 
singularities near re-entrant comers, interior or boundary layers, or shocks. An obvious remedy 
is to refine the discretization near the critical regions, i.e., to place more grid-points where the 
solution is less regular. The question then is how to identify these regions automatically and how 
to guarantee a good balance of the number of grid-points in the refined and unrefined regions 
such that the overall accuracy is optimal. 
Another closely related problem is to obtain reliable estimates of the accuracy of the 
computed numerical solution. A priori error estimates, as provided, e.g., by the standard error 
analysis for finite-element or finite-difference methods, are in general not sufficient, since they 
only yield asymptotic estimates and since the constants appearing in the estimates are usually 
not known explicitly. Moreover, they often require regularity assumptions about the solution 
which, for practical problems, are hardly satisfied. 
Therefore, a code for the numerical simulation of real-life problems should be able to give 
reliable estimates of the local and global error of the computed numerical solution and to 
monitor an automatic, self-adaptive mesh-refinement based on these error estimates. Of course, 
the extra charge to be paid for the adaptivity should be negligible when compared with the cost 
for solving the discrete problems. 
In the light of these considerations, the articles of this Special Issue on Adaptive Methods are 
concerned with one or several of the following problems: 
(1) the construction and analysis of a posteriori error estimators; 
(2) the development of adaptive mesh-refinement facilities in two and three space dimensions 
including the design of efficient data structures; 
(3) the connection and interference of adaptive algorithms with fast solvers for the resulting 
discrete problems such as, e.g., multi-grid or conjugate gradient algorithms; 
(4) the application of adaptive methods to real-life problems of engineering and physics. 
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